
STEEL INGROUND POOL



The manufacturer does not recommend the use of diving and/or sliding equipment on residential pools. If you choose 
to dive, a through familiarity with the pool bottom, awareness of depths, and understanding of the principles of head-
first entry into the water are critical factors in safe diving.

Association of Pool And Spa Professionals
211 Eisenhower Avenue

Alexandria, Virginia 22314

Before using your pool, the dealer and/or installer should provide you with a safety package which should include 
a pool safety sign, “NO DIVING” decals and placement instructions, the National Spa and Pool Institute Minimum 
Standards for Residential Swimming Pools, and the following pool safety booklets:

A safety package should be provided with the pool. Its contents should be reviewed with the pool owner. The package 
should include a pool safety sign, “NO DIVING” decals and placement instructions, the APSP Minimum Standards for 
Residential Swimming Pools, and safety booklets such as: The Sensible Way to Enjoy Your Inground Swimming 
Pool, Plan Your Dive; Steer Up, and Children Aren’t Waterproof. You may obtain a safety package by contacting:

1. The Sensible Way To Enjoy Your Inground Swimming Pool
2. Plan Your Dive, Steer Up
3. Children Aren’t Waterproof





8’ Water Tubes









Before erecting the walls, locate the position of the skimmer, return, and light panels, where applicable. Place the 
skimmer(s) facing the prevailing winds. Then locate the return panels to provide complete water flow around the pool.

When you have determined the location of the special panels, lay them on the ground near their respective locations. 
Refer to the installation drawings for the proper panel placement for the particular pool being installed.

Start at the deep end corner and attach the appropriate corner filler between two panels using the 3/8” x 3/4” hex bolts 
and nuts.

Continue bolting the rest of the panels together, forming the pool walls. Leave out the nuts and bolts at the top and 
bottom of the panel. This will be used for A-frame attachment.

PANEL ASSEMBLY



For correct result (photo B), when connecting panel to step, adjust step height to meet top of coping (photo A). Failure to do so will
result in an incorrect installation (photo C).

NOTE: Step is universal in height to most coping designs (Bull nose, Flat, etc.) 
in the pool industry.  To help with height variance, step comes complete with 4 
Styrofoam blocks if needed. These blocks will fill any void between the coping 
and the step nosing that may appear when lowering the step. (Some cutting of 
the Styrofoam may required for a perfect fit.) (See Figure #2)

CANTILEVER STEPS: Set step unit between two panels. Adjust height of step 
by aligning top flange of panel with top collar of step (Figure #3) and plumb by 
checking front of step unit with adjoining panels. Failure to do this could result 
with pool having insufficient water level on top step.

Using holes in the panel as a template, drill holes through flange into step and 
bolt in place with a brace on each side of step unit.





On Oval shaped pools - The straight 
walls are to be parallel with each other. 
Diagonal measurements should be equal. 
Recheck the radius on both ends after 
attaining equal diagonals.









INSTALLATION OF COPING

STANDARD COPING

STANDARD COPING
All Standard CP2 Coping corners are pre fabricated. A 3/8” opening is acceptable as cap will cover all 
joints. This coping is affixed to the panel with Tek Screws every 12”.



If pool is equipped with flexible coping, some bending on job site is required. 
Refer to Optional method to help with bending. Optional method allows for forming 
of correct radius by bending coping upside down using same radius on opposite side 
of pool. When you flip-over coping for correct profile, it has been formed for opposite 
side of pool. Note: Optional method will not work for every radius.

FLEX COPING







LINER INSTALLATION
liner





INSTALLATION OF LINER WITH THERMO-PLASTIC STEP
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